Join MageStackDay in February!
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Did you participate in the latest MageStackDay? Either way, you should do the next one! An Amasty representative will join the event as well.

What is MageStackDay?

MageStackDay is an online hackathon dedicated to answering, closing and cleaning up questions on magento.stackexchange.com, especially regarding Magento 2. The goal of the event to get the answered questions rate up by at least a few percent. The long term goal is keeping the forum healthy and maintained.

Community achievements so far

MageStackDay #1 7th & 8th November 2014

Over 50 answering 189
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- **50 developers** of **15 nationalities**
- **189 questions**
- **207 earning badges**

Getting the acceptance rate:
- **68.62%** from
- **70.48%** to

#mages tackday hashtag tweets: **208**

630 retweets over **199,000 people reach**

MageStackDay #2 13th & 14th February 2015

- **91 developers** of **26 nationalities**
- **563 answering questions**
- **311 earning badges**

Getting the acceptance rate:
- **71.74%** from
- **74.78%** to

Companies answered questions
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Total votes: 1090 358 +732
Total comments: 873 480 +393
Total answers: 399 173 +226
Total accepted: 104 57 +47
Total unanswered: -349 69 -418
Total questions: 111 141 -30

MageStackDay #5 17th & 18th June 2016

68 participants
countries: 23

Total badges earned: 212
Total votes spent: 573
Total comments posted: 573
Answers added: 264
Questions that got accepted: 45
Total questions unanswered: -182
I bet Magento StackExchange is one of your main resources while researching coding related questions. This pure distilled knowledge needs your help to remain so. That’s why the active members of the Magento community have organized regular massive questions answering.

**What to do on #MageStackDay?**

- Vote on good answers
- Answer questions you would like and you are able to answer
- Set up your favorite tags to navigate quickly through the questions.
Accept good answers (if your question is answered and satisfies/helped you)

- Flag inappropriate answers/comments
- Close questions which do not meet the platform rules and leave a comment for the author, explaining why (for moderators)
- Connect with other MageStackDay participants via the Slack channel or the #MageStackDay hashtag on Twitter and have fun!

Also, don’t forget to order a MageStackDay sticker or add a badge to your Facebook or Twitter profile to support the event.

SIGN UP FOR MAGESTACK DAY